Purposeful Design Publications
Elementary Language Arts Series

Grade 2 Lesson
Activity Directions

G2: Provide BLM 22.1D Logic Puzzle: Ordinals

(no additional preparation or directions necessary)
Logic Puzzle: Ordinals

1. Color the first duckling yellow.
2. Color the sixth duckling pink.
3. Color the third duckling with stripes.
4. Color the fourth duckling blue.
5. Color the eighth duckling with polka dots.
6. Color the second duckling red.
7. Color the seventh duckling green.
8. Color the fifth duckling orange.

Write the ordinal words first, second, third, fifth, and eighth next to the names of the correct ducklings.

Kack
Nack
Lack
Jack
Quack

9. Kack
10. Jack
11. Nack
12. Quack
13. Lack
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4. Color the fourth duckling blue.
5. Color the eighth duckling with polka dots.
6. Color the second duckling red.
7. Color the seventh duckling green.
8. Color the fifth duckling orange.

Write the ordinal words first, second, third, fifth, and eighth next to the names of the correct ducklings.
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